
Gemstones

Tumbled Gemstones - sizes range on average from .75" to 1.25"

Prices are dependent on size and change with new stock of different sizes.

 - email/call for prices, or come on in to browse!

For pre-orders, we choose for you.

Tumbled Gemstones
stone  
Agate, moss Creates abundance, wealth, new beginnings, and new love 

harmony. Strengthens in times of physical or emotional stress. 

Relaxes, aids in healing and cleansing. Creates a connection 

to earth.

Agate, Red Fire grounding and inspiring, it provides protection, a feeling of 

safety, a healthy foundation and the courage and passion to 

follow our spiritual path. It has a joyful energy and is said to be 

an aphrodisiac,

Agate, Tree stone of inner peace and quiet energy, it helps to build 

stamina and clear energy blockages to open up a flow of 

steady abundance and prosperity. It helps the body relax and 

removes arrogance, leading to admiration and respect.

Amazonite Truth, honor, hope, trust, communication; enhances intuition, 

creativity, intellect, and psychic ability; helps lessen stress, 

builds self-esteem.

Amethyst A Brasil Metaphysical, spiritual stone; expands the higher mind, 

strengthens the imagination and intuition, creativity and 

passion.

Amethyst rainbow Extremely high spiritual vibration. It expands awareness of 

celestial wisdom and one’s core essence, creating spiritual 

wholeness and clarity. Has a calm, relaxing effect on 

emotions, relieves stress and negativity; triggers bliss.

Angelite Peaceful energy that is calming and soothing; connects with

angles/spirit guides to relieve anger, tension and stress.

Spiritual awareness and inspiration and good for

communication abilities.

Apatite Clears confusion, improves concentration, improves memory 

and stimulates intellect, aiding in personal growth or 

humanitarian service. Enhances public speaking and group 

communication, creativity in business and financial solutions

Astrophyllite A transformative, tranquil, honest stone. It release’s one’s 

shadow side and  illuminates their true divine self, enabling 

major change. Releases guilt, assists in forgiveness and 

relationships. Helps in finding one’s true self. 

Aventurine, green Comforts and protects the heart, and assists in healthy love 

and harmony. It regulates our ability to communicate and form 

emotional bonds, and helps brings purpose, luck, abundance 

and success in life

Bloodstone Provides emotional support and protection during adversity, 

and helps with bullying, loneliness, and isolation; cultivates 

mental clarity and actualization of creativity; increases 

endurance and energy.



Calcite, green Removes stagnant energy, relaxes and enlightens; restores 

balance to the body, mind and spirit; Brings emotional balance 

and relieves stress; dissolves old energy patterns or belief 

systems to allow prosperity 

Calcite, honey helps us regain our personal power by easing our worries and 

calming our anxious, over-active mind during challenging 

times; enhances confidence, motivation and willpower, 

facilitating inner harmony.

Calcite pink Helps you develop deep, unwavering compassion for both 

yourself and others; aids empathy and encourages works of 

service, charity, and selfless acts.

Calcite, Pistachio Opens the heart to receive love from the spiritual realm; 

encourages tolerance, compassion, and understanding; 

balances emotions; and helps process any major changes 

you might be going through.

Carnelian Courage, confidence, inspiration, getting through stress; a 

major grounding stone.

Chalcedony, Blue A subtle yet powerful enhancer of voice: public speaking, 

singing, and peacemaking. Promotes commuication and 

speaking one's truth. Creates calm and stillness in place of 

negative energies. Good stone for children.

Chrysocolla Goddess energy stone. Inspires kindness in verbal 

expression. Empowers, discharges negative energies, calms, 

and allows truth and inner wisdom to surface.

Citrine Joyful virbration - provides warmth, optimism, synchronicity, 

communication, 

Emerald Opens and nurtures the heart chakra, sooths, brings 

freshness and vitality to the spirit. Brings inspiration, patience, 

unity, compassion, contentment and loyalty in relationships.

Epidote Abundance, prosperity, improves relationships, love; amplifies 

what is already good. Returns to you what you give out – 

attracts what you wish for. Self-awareness, aids is ridding 

what is unhealthy. Repels negativity and calms.

Fluorite Harmony and order, spirituality, free-thinking, flexibility. 

Empowers confidence, verbalization and truth in relationships.

Hematite  Balancing, grounding, healing, self-control, intuition; improves 

analytical skills; provides protection.

Infinite powerful earth element stone that renews energy, stimulates 

physical, emotional and spiritual healing helps with worry 

stone, grief, sleep.

iolite Carries the spirit of journey, dreams, intuition, exploration and 

illumination. Helps recover balance. Brings order in practical 

ways when distracted, disorganized and living a chaotic life. 

Inspires creative self-expression through artistic endeavors, in 

career path, and in relationships.



jade light Calm, balance, heart soothing, recharging energy, guards 

against illness. Tempers shock, fear, guilt, self-defeatism.

Jade, Nephrite Heart calming, healing; used in dreamwork; revitalizing, 

enhances divine energy and opens heart.

jasper fancy(multi-colored) A stone of grounding and stability, providing comfort and 

security, strength and healing. Nurturing; enables one to be 

more present in the physical body and conscious of Nature.

Jasper. Red Protection; balances aggression; aids in healing wounds; 

provides strength and courage in times of stress

kyanite Enhances psychic abilities, opens the mind and aids 

mediation; creates links in psychic and healing energies. 

Calming. Doesn’t retain negative energy and can cleanse 

other crystals. 

ruby kyanite/fuschite Helps bring dreams into reality and assists in finding the 

heart’s desire; releases old patterns, reveals what we need to 

stay protected and balanced. Surrounds with peaceful 

vibrations; is healing, and nurturing. 

labradorite Magical stone of transformation, destiny, and true intentions; 

removes bad habits, thoughts, and feelings; boosts psychic 

abilities, sharpens intuition, strengthens willpower and spiritual 

focus. Gives sense of purposefulness,  joy in work.

Lapis Lazuli Activates the higher mind; enhances intellectual ability and 

memory, stimulates desire for knowledge, truth, and 

understanding. 

Larvikite Dispels negative energy and connects to the earth. 

Encourages patience. Enhances inner visions and psychic 

abilities. Quiets the mind and assists mental functioning to 

increase knowledge and creativity.

Lepidolite Dissipates negativity, clears blockages and brings cosmic 

awareness; aids in spiritual journeys and to calm emotion 

swings, fears and anxiety. Helps maintain balance in business 

and financial dealings.

Malachite Balance, abundance, intention. Draws emotions to the 

surface, transformation, deep healing.

Mystic Merlinite Also known as indigo gabbro, is a stone of deep magic, 

intuition and spiritual connection; awakening the dormant 

parts of the mind and strengthening magical and psychic 

abilities. Is grounding and protective from negative energies.

Obsidian, Snowflake A stone of purity and balance for body, mind and spirit. It 

helps focus the mind and release stressful mental patterns 

and negativity, and helps break bad habits. Creates calm for 

meditation, is grounding and protective. Note: state if prefer 

mostly solid black or mostly with "snowflakes"

Opalite  Purifies subtly yet with high energy; improves spiritual 

communication, remove energy blockages and assists in 

transitions; stabilizes mood and helps overcome fatigue.



Onyx A powerful protection stone; absorbs and transforms negative 

energy, and helps to prevent the drain of personal energy. 

Aids emotional and physical strength and stamina, especially 

during times of stress, confusion or grief.

Petrified wood grounding, patience, security, inner transformation, 

connection to earth

Pyrite Protective, shielding stone, excellent amulet to deflect harm 

and danger, guards against criticism, control and 

manipulation. Boosts self-worth, ambition, confidence, 

commitment and perseverance. Overcomes fatigue and 

nervous exhaustion; increases physical vitality.

Rhodocrosite Cheerful, dynamic; stimulates creativity, sense of personal 

power, emotional happiness, spontaneity, passion; calls for 

new friend, love or soulmate.

Rhodonite heals emotional wounds; empowers to reach one’s full 

potential, for the betterment of all; generosity of spirit.

Rhyolite Self-esteem, procrastination, regeneration, healthier 

relationships. Balancing.

Selenite Creates a safe peaceful space, protective, soothing, clarifying. 

Connects with higher self. 

Septarian Grounding, physically healing and calming; spiritually uplifting; 

enhances communication and psychic abilities – helps with 

understanding of life.

Septarian Round XL Large smooth rounded specimens of septarian (above)

Shungite Protection and healing, very powerful. Removes anything 

harmful, purifies and rescues. Guards against electromagnetic 

fields.

smoky quartz - large Relieves tension and stress, anxiety, panic attacks; calms 

worry and doubt when faced with chaos or confusion. Offers 

grounding and psychic protection. Wards off negative 

thinking, detoxifies; heals trauma.

sodalite Peace and focus – meditation stone; physical endurance; 

helps with being overly critical.

tiger eye Courage, power, success. Relieves doubt when feeling 

unfocused, drained overwhelmed.

unakite Patience, relieves anger, lifts spirits.

vezuvianite a strong aid for spiritual growth and forward movement in life; 

overrides the energy of the ego, heals the emotional heart and 

opens it to joy; increases zest for life.

Continue down for speciman pieces



Selenite shapes
Placed around the home, selenite 

creates a safe peaceful space that is 

protective, soothing, clarifying. 

 

Come on in to see expanded current selection of Amethyst, Selenite, 

Clusters, Spheres, Wands Flat Stones, Pyramids and more!

Desert Rose is a unique formarion 
of selenite that enhances mental 
clarity and intuition, quiets worries 
over distractions, and dissolves 
negative programing.


